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Cyprus Alternative Investment Funds (“AIFs”)-recently introduced in Cyprus’s legislation-allow for increased profit
generation with the use of a wider range of financial instruments and more flexible investment strategies as compared
to other forms of entities and traditional funds. The absence of restrictions as to the type of investments in which AIFs
may invest, the lack of investment diversification requirements, the simple licensing procedure, as well as the ability
for the portfolio manager of AIF to reside either in Cyprus or abroad, all make AIF an attractive investment instrument.
AIFs are regulated and licensed by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (“CYSEC”) and can be set
up as umbrella funds operating with various investment types, policies and with the creation of independent subfunds. AIFs, with no limitation as to the amount of investors, can be listed either in Cyprus or at any other EU stock
exchange. There are no specific regulations in the Cyprus tax legislation in regards to AIF, and all advantages offered
by the Cyprus tax regime, including the extensive network of double tax treaties, are applicable to AIFs as well.

Our Services:
1. Incorporation of AIF in the form of a company, common fund or LLP, with or without the limitation of the number
of investors accordingly, as the case may be, including:
 Development of the constituent documents with respect to AIF incorporation
 Obtaining all relevant corporate documents for AIF application
2. Full support of the obtainment of CYSEC license for AIF and respective sub-funds, including:
 Guidance on relevant legal and tax requirements
 Consulting on the structuring of AIF and effective use of its structure
 Preparation and completion of AIF application form for CYSEC filing
 Assistance with the preparation of AIF investment policy, other internal policies, manuals, procedures,
prospectus, and other required documents under the legislation
 Representing the client with CYSEC throughout the procedure of license obtainment
 Assistance with the selection and appointment of necessary service providers such as investment
manager, custodian/depository, internal auditor etc.
 Provision of our services for the positions of AIF administrator and accountants
3. Setting up a bank account in Cyprus and other jurisdictions
4. Assistance with the arrangement of required and necessary Office Facilities
5. Assistance with setting up the appropriate platform for trading and investment activities
6. Assistance with recruiting appropriate personnel
7. Support with day to day queries
Time Frame: 2-3 months
For more information please contact our team of advisors by
email at info@eurofast.eu or visit our website for updated
office details www.eurofast.eu

